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AbstratWe show that the onvex envelope of the objetive funtion of a Mixed-Integer Programmingproblem is the perspetive funtion of the ontinuous part of the objetive funtion. Using aharaterization of the subdi�erential of the perspetive funtion we derive a family of valid in-equalities that an be used to substantially improve the performanes of an enumerative (Branh& Bound) approah for at least one partiular model with the required struture, the Unit Com-mitment problem in eletrial power prodution.Key words: Mixed-Integer Programs, Valid Inequalities, Unit Commitment problem





3.1. IntrodutionIn many real-world problems both disrete and ontinuous deisions have to be made aboutthe same entity. One of the most ommon ases is the one where a ontinuous variable pis onstrained to lie in the (disonneted) set f0g [ [pmin; pmax℄ for some 0 � pmin � pmax.This is, e.g., the ase of a variable representing the output of a prodution proess that aneither be \inative", and therefore nothing is produed, or \ative", and therefore the outputof the proess must lie between some minimum and maximum amount. Examples an be foundin Distribution and Prodution Planning problems, Finanial Trading and Planning problems,the problem of synthesizing a proessing system, or the problem of determining the optimalpositioning of a new produt in a multiattribute spae; see, e.g., [9℄, [1℄, [9℄, [2℄, [5℄ [13℄ andthe referenes therein. Indeed, this struture is so widespread that XPRESS-MP [4℄ and Cplex [8℄solver suites provide built-in speial support for these semi-ontinuous variables.As a mathematial program, this struture is usually expressed through the following Mixed-Integer Program (MIP) 8<: min f(p) + upminu � p � pmaxuu 2 f0; 1g ; (1)where p, pmin and pmax are, in general, n-vetors. In the following, we will assume that f :Rn ! R is a losed onvex funtion that is �nite everywhere in the hyperretangle P = fp :pmin � p � pmaxg. The binary variable u models the deision of \ativating the proess", i.e.,deides whether p = 0 or p 2 P, at the �xed ost . We assume that f(0) = 0, beause anyonstant term in f an be embedded in the onstant .Of ourse, (1) is usually only a small fragment of a larger problem where other onstraintsare imposed on u and/or p. For instane, onstraints may exist that on�ne p in a subsetof P; extending our treatment to this ase is immediate, and we will not omment further onthis issue. More interestingly, many fragments of the form (1) an be simultaneously presentin a given model, with di�erent data pmin, pmax, f and , to represent, e.g., di�erent produtsand/or di�erent produtive proesses and/or di�erent time instants and/or di�erent geographialloations. For instane, in the thermal Unit Commitment problem (f. Setion 3.1) in eletrialpower prodution, the prodution proess is that of a thermal generating unit that burns sometype of fuel (oil, gas, oal, . . . ). A set of generating units, with di�erent apaities and generatingosts, an be used to satisfy the (foreasted) power demand over a disretized time horizon.Hene, there are as many bloks of the form (1) as the number of generating units multipliedby the number of time instants.When a (MIP) omprising one or more bloks of the form (1) has to be solved with anenumerative approah, suh as a Branh & Bound or Branh & Cut algorithm, the ontinuousrelaxation of (1) 8<: min f(p) + upminu � p � pmaxuu 2 [0; 1℄ (2)is usually a part of the problem that is solved in order to derive lower bounds on the objetivefuntion value of the original (MIP). In a Branh & Cut algorithm, these lower bounds anbe improved by adding uts that provide a better desription of the onvex hull of the integersolutions; these uts, however, depend on the struture of the other onstraints, e.g., those linkingdi�erent bloks (1) together, as the feasible region in (2) has only verties with an integer value



4.for u. Here we fous on a di�erent way for improving the lower bound that depends only on thestruture of a single blok.Problem (1) an be equivalently seen as the minimization over all (p; u) of the nononvexfuntion f(p; u) = 8<: 0 if p = u = 0f(p) +  if u = 1 and pmin � p � pmax+1 otherwise : (3)The best possible onvex relaxation of this problem is obtained by minimizing over all (p; u) thefuntion of , i.e., the losed onvex funtion with the smallest (in set{inlusion sense) epigraphontaining that of f ; this is alled the onvex envelope of f . In general, omputing the onvexenvelope is a nontrivial task (see, e.g., [10℄, [12℄); in this partiular ase it an be readily done,showing that of(p; u) is nothing but a setion of the perspetive funtion of f(p), see, e.g., [7℄xIV.2.2. Using a result of [3℄ we an exploit this fat to derive valid inequalities for the problem,related to those of [11℄, whih an then be used within an enumerative approah to improve thelower bound w.r.t. the one obtained by (2); this an be shown to result in a derease of thenumber of the nodes in the enumeration tree and in an improvement of the running time for atleast a lass of relevant appliations, that is, Unit Commitment problems.The struture of the paper is the following: in Setion 2 of is haraterized, some of itsuseful properties are disussed and the valid inequalities are desribed. In Setion 3, the use ofthe valid inequalities within an enumerative approah is disussed, fousing in partiular on thease where f(p) is quadrati; some omputational results are reported for Unit Commitmentproblems that show how the proposed tehnique an onsiderably improve the performanes ofan enumerative method. Finally, in Setion 4 some onlusions are drawn.Throughout the paper the following notation is used. Given a set X, IX(x) = 0 if x 2 X(and +1 otherwise) is its indiator funtion, intX is its interior, extX the set of its extremepoints, oX is the onvex hull of X and oX is the losure of oX; when X is the epigraph ofa funtion f , i.e., X = epif = f(v; x) : v � f(x)g, we denote by of = oX and of = oXthe onvex envelope of f and its losure, respetively. Given a onvex funtion f , domf = fx :f(x) <1g is its domain, �f(x) is its subdi�erential at x and f 0(x; d) is its diretional derivativeat x along diretion d; we remind that for any �nite onvex funtion f 0(x; d) = supfsd : s 2�f(x)g. We will often use the shorthand p=u for (1=u)p, where p is a vetor and u a salar.2. Charaterization of ofTo haraterize of we just need to ompute the onvex hull of points in the epigraphial spaepertaining to the two disonneted \sides" of domf . In other words, given any � 2 [0; 1℄ and�p 2 P, we onsider the point(1� �)[0; 0; 0℄ + �[f(�p) + ; �p; 1℄ = [�(f(�p) + ); ��p; �℄ :Sine for � = 0 we obtain [0; 0; 0℄, we an assume � > 0 and make the following identi�ations� � u p � u�pto obtain [uf(p=u) + u; p; u℄



5.and thereforeh(p; u)=of(p; u)=8<: 0 if p = u = 0uf(p=u) + u if pminu � p � pmaxu; u2(0; 1℄+1 otherwise : (4)In other words, h is just (a setion of) the perspetive funtion of f(p). F = dom h = o domfis the pyramid having as base P�f1g and vertex [0; 0℄ (when n = 1, the triangle of verties [0; 0℄,[pmin; 1℄, [pmax; 1℄). Note that the expliit de�nition of h(0; 0) in (4) is not stritly neessary asthe result is obtained by ontinuity: for every sequene fpk; ukg � F that onverges to [0; 0℄ wehave 0 � uk(f(pk=uk) + ) � uk + supp2P f(p)!and therefore limk!1uk(f(pk=uk) + ) = 0sine f is �nite over the ompat set P.The set epi h is a (setion of a) one pointed in the origin and having as \lower shape" thatof f(p); in other words, h is linear on the straight lines (segments) of the form p = �pu withu 2 [0; 1℄ for any �p 2 P, in fat h(�pu; u) = uf(�p) + u :This is on�rmed by �rst-order analysis: if f(p) is di�erentiable in P then h is di�erentiablein int F and rh(p; u) = � rf(p=u)f(p=u)� (p=u)rf(p=u) +  � :Sine rh depends only on p=u it is onstant on all points of the form [�pu; u℄.The �rst-order analysis an be extended to the ase where f(p) is nondi�erentiable by har-aterizing �h; this has already been done in [3℄, but we inlude a short proof beause it helps inproviding geometri insight on the shape of epi h. Sine we know that h is linear on the linesp = �pu for �p 2 P, its diretional derivative along the diretion [p; u℄ must be idential for all thepoints of the line. Hene, the salar produt between any subgradient [s1; s2℄ 2 �h(p; u) and[p; u℄ must be idential; in partiular, we have[s1; s2℄[p; u℄ = h(p; u) = uf(p=u) + u 8[s1; s2℄ 2 �h(p; u)whene all the subgradients of h in (p; u) must have the form[s1; + f(p=u)� s1(p=u)℄ :But s1 has to be a subgradient of hu(p) = h(p; u); using Theorem VI.4.2.1 in [7℄ it is easy toprove that �hu(p) = �f(p=u), hene�h(p; u) � fg(s) = [s; + f(p=u)� s(p=u)℄ : s 2 �f(p=u)g : (5)It is easy to verify that every vetor g(s) in (5) satis�es the subgradient inequalityh(p; u) � h(�p; �u) + [s1; s2℄([p; u℄ � [�p; �u℄) 8[s1; s2℄ 2 �h(�p; �u)



6.therefore it is a subgradient of h at (p; u), and \�" an be replaed by \=" in (5). Note oneagain that �h(p; u) depends only on p=u, and thus it is onstant on the lines p = �pu.It is now possible to haraterize the epigraph of the funtion h. All points [v; p; u℄ 2 epi hmust satisfy the subgradient inequalityv � h(�p; �u) + [s1; s2℄([p; u℄ � [�p; �u℄) 8[s1; s2℄ 2 �h(�p; �u) (6)for all [�p; �u℄ 2 F ; sine �h(p; u) is onstant on the lines p = �pu, it is suÆient to onsider onlypoints of the form [�p; 1℄.Theorem 2.1. The n+ 2-dimensional set epi h is bounded by the following linear inequalities:pminu � p; p � pmaxu; u � 1 ; (7)v � f(�p) + + [s; + f(�p)� s�p℄([p; u℄� [�p; 1℄) s 2 �f(p); p 2 P : (8)In partiular, the 2n+1 inequalities (7) de�ne maximal faes of epi h of dimension n+1, whilethe { possibly in�nitely many { inequalities (8) de�ne maximal faes of epi h of dimension atleast one.Note that, sine f is �nite everywhere, �f(p) is ompat for all p 2 P; hene, from (9) we havethat all the linear onstraints in (6) for one [�p; 1℄ orresponding to subgradients s =2 ext�f(�p) anbe obtained as a onvex ombination of (at most n+1) onstraints orresponding to subgradientsin ext�f(�p). Hene, �f(p) in (8) an be replaed with ext�f(p) (of ourse the two oinide if fis atually di�erentiable in p, as s = rf(p) is the only possible hoie in (8)). In ase n = 1, forinstane, �f(p) = [f 0�(p); f 0+(p)℄where f 0� and f 0+ are respetively the left and right derivative of f , and�h(p; u) = ofg(f 0�(p=u)); g(f 0+(p=u))g (9)is a segment in R2 whose extremes orrespond to f 0�(p=u) and f 0+(p=u). Hene, (8) beomesv � f(�p) + + [f 0�(�p);  + f(�p)� f 0�(�p)�p℄([p; u℄ � [�p; 1℄)v � f(�p) + + [f 0+(�p);  + f(�p)� f 0+(�p)�p℄([p; u℄ � [�p; 1℄) (10)We refere to eah inequality of the form (8) as a perspetive ut.It is interesting to ontrast h for two speial ases of f , namely the linear ase f(p) = bp andthe (onvex) quadrati ase f(p) = ap2 + bp (with a > 0, and n = 1 for simpliity). In theformer ase we geth(p; u) = uf(p=u) + u+ IF = bp+ u+ IF = f(p) + u+ IF :Hene, in the linear ase the onvex envelope of f is haraterized, other than by the inequal-ities (7), by the unique perspetive ut v � bp + u that de�nes a maximal fae of epi h ofdimension n+1. Thus, in the linear { and therefore pieewise-linear { ase h oinides with theobjetive funtion of (2), whih is therefore the best possible onvex relaxation.In the quadrati ase, instead, we geth(p; u) = uf(p=u) + u+ IF = (1=u)ap2 + bp+ u+ IF : (11)



7.Hene, something an be gained by using h as the objetive funtion: sine u � 1, h(p; u) �ap2 + bp+ u. In partiular, elementary alulus shows that the maximum of h(p; u) � (ap2 +bp + u) over F is ap2max=4, attained at [p�; u�℄ = [pmax=2; 1=2℄. Thus, in the quadrati ase(a > 0) h is a better objetive funtion, for a ontinuous relaxation, than f(p) + u. It isinteresting to remark that the largest di�erene between the two is obtained for u = 1=2, i.e.,that h \penalizes" preisely the \most nonintegral" points in F , whih is, at least intuitively, apositive fat.In the quadrati ase, however, using h as the objetive funtion has a serious potentialdrawbak: h(p; u) is a muh \more nonlinear" funtion than ap2 + bp + u and it is evennondi�erentiable at [0; 0℄. In other words, while (2) is a onvex quadrati problem, and thereforeit is not substantially more ostly to solve than a LP, a relaxation of a MIP with many bloksof type (1) having h as a part of the objetive funtion ould be onsiderably more diÆult tosolve. The interior-point method of [3℄ ould be used here, but eÆient implementations of thatapproah are not widely available, and have not already been fully shown to be ompetitive withthe sophistiated LP and QP solvers available; furthermore, interior-point methods may be lesswell-suited than simplex-like methods in the ontext of enumerative approahes. Alternatively,Theorem 2.1 suggests using a partial haraterization of epi h as the objetive funtion byiteratively olleting a �nite subset of perspetive uts. This is analogous to what is done forthe feasible region in Branh & Cut approahes like that of [11℄, and { possibly more to the pointin this ase { what is done for the objetive funtion in several NonDi�erentiable Optimizationalgorithms (see, e.g., [6℄).In other words, given a (fragment of a) solution [v�; p�; u�℄ with a frational value for uorresponding to an approximation of h by a �nite number of perspetive uts, it is very easyto ompute the true value of h(p�; u�) via (4) to hek whether v� � h(p�; u�). If not, uts (8)orresponding to [p�=u�; 1℄ are (strongly) violated by [v�; p�; u�℄, and therefore an be added tothe urrent set of inequalities, improving the approximation of h and, possibly, the lower bound.This only requires to be able to ompute at least one (preferably extreme) element of �f(p).This approah is strongly related to that of [11℄, whih is more general; however, a numberof di�erenes exist. First and foremost, beause in our ase the \onvex ombinator" u is avariable of the original formulation rather than being added for algorithmi purposes, separationof perspetive uts is very easy, while in the approah of [11℄ a potentially large-sale nonlinearproblem { with nonlinear onstraints { have to be solved. We separate inequalities for eahblok (1) individually rather than only one inequality for the entire problem, and therefore ourinequalities are global by nature and do not require lifting. Even if the approah of [11℄ is appliedto a single blok (1), a smaller sale but potentially nontrivial nonlinear program still has tobe solved to ompute the projetion of [v�; p�; u�℄ over epi h under some norm; beause of this,the perspetive uts obtained by [11℄ and the ones we generate, for the same [v�; p�; u�℄, wouldbe di�erent. Therefore, our approah is learly simpler (even though not entirely immediate, asshown in the next setion) to implement using widely available and eÆient tools with respetto the approah proposed in [11℄.3. Using perspetive uts in a B&B approahIn this setion we will show that, despite of the low dimensionality of the faes of epi of thatthey represent, perspetive uts an signi�antly improve the performanes of an enumerativeapproah for the solution of a (MIP) ontaining fragments of the form (1). Let us remark thatthese results are only meant to show that the proposed onvexi�ation proedure an signi�antly



8.improve the lower bound and the running time of a B&B algorithm with respet to a standardontinuous relaxation.3.1. The Unit Commitment problemThe thermal Unit Commitment problem in eletrial power prodution is as follows. A set Iof thermal units is given, where eah unit i 2 I is haraterized by a maximum and minimumpower output, pimin and pimax, respetively, and by a onvex quadrati power ost funtionf i(p) = aip2+bip+i, when the unit is ommitted (atively generating power). Over a disretizedset T of time instants overing some time horizon (e.g., hours or half-hours in a day or aweek), an estimate dt for t 2 T of the total power demand is available. The Unit Commitmentproblem requires to generate, for eah time period, enough power to meet the foreasted demandat minimal total ost. The operation of thermal units must satisfy a number of tehnialonstraints: the most standard requirement is that whenever unit i is turned on it must remainommitted for at least � iu onseutive time instants, and, analogously, whenever unit i is turnedo� it must remain deommitted for at least � id onseutive time instants.Introduing binary variables uit indiating the ommitment of unit i at time instant t and pitindiating the orresponding power output, a basi formulation of the Unit Commitment prob-lem is minXi2I Xt2T aip2it + bipit + iuit (12)Xi2I pit = dt t 2 T (13)ui;t+r � ui;t � ui;t�1 i 2 I; t 2 T; r = 1; : : : ;minf� iu; jT j � tg (14)ui;t+r � 1� ui;t�1 + ui;t i 2 I; t 2 T; r = 1; : : : ;minf� id; jT j � tg (15)piminuit � pit � pimaxuit i 2 I; t 2 T (16)uit 2 f0; 1g i 2 I; t 2 T (17)This basi formulation may have to be ompliated in order to take into aount other hara-teristis of a real energy prodution problem. For instane, other tehnial onstraints are oftenimposed by either global seurity requirements, suh as spinning reserve onstraints or networkonstraints, or by operating restritions of the thermal units, suh as ramp rate onstraints.Often, thermal units inur in a onsiderable start-up ost when they initiate prodution after aperiod of inativity, and the ost may depend on the duration of the inative period. Further-more, other types of generating units, suh as hydro units or nulear units, with very di�erentoperating onstraints an be used to satisfy part of the power demand in (13). It is out of thesope of this paper to provide a detailed desription of all variants of the Unit Commitmentproblem; the interested reader is referred, e.g., to [2℄ and the referenes therein. In the following,the formulation (12) { (17) will be assumed; it already ontains jIj � jT j bloks of the form (1),whih would therefore be ontained in any more omplex formulation.3.2. Implementation detailsIn order to test the e�etiveness of adding perspetive uts, we implemented a utting planesheme on the objetive funtion within a Branh & Bound algorithm for solving Unit Com-mitment problems. The implementation was not entirely straightforward: in fat, although



9.Cplex 8.0 [8℄ provides a Branh & Cut algorithm for solving Mixed-Integer (onvex) QuadratiPrograms, some of the { rather nonstandard { operations required for implementing our shemeare not supported by the { otherwise very exible { B&C algorithm ontained in the Cplex 8.0library. In partiular, hanging the quadrati part of the objetive funtion during the exeu-tion of the B&C is not allowed by the API of the Cplex allable libraries; furthermore, whenan integer solution is found its objetive funtion value for the \linearized" relaxation does notprovide a valid upper bound, that an be obtained only by evaluating the original quadratiobjetive funtion. All this prevented us from relying diretly on the eÆient and sophistiatedB&C implementation in Cplex, using the many allbak funtions provided for tailoring it toour spei� appliation, and fored us to implement a standard B&B algorithm from srath,using Cplex only to solve the Quadrati Programs at eah node of the B&B tree. The mostrelevant details of our implementations are briey desribed in the following.The �rst Quadrati Program solved at the root node is just the ontinuous relaxation of (12) {(17). At eah node of the B&B tree, a standard ut separation phase an be exeuted: giventhe urrent solution (p�; u�) of the relaxation, onsider any pair (i; t) suh that u�it is not integer,ompute the (unique) perspetive utv � �2ap�u� + b� p+ � a�p�u��2!u (18)assoiated with the point (�pit = p�it=u�it; 1) and add it to the formulation if it is violated (beyonda ertain threshold).The �rst time that a ut is generated for a given pair (i; t), the orresponding fragment of thequadrati funtion must be removed from the formulation, and the extra variable vit must beadded to the model to represent the maximum between all the linear funtions assoiated withthe pair (i; t) (f. (18)); in this ase we also add to the formulation the uts assoiated with thetwo speial points (pimin; 1) and (pimax; 1).The ut separation routine have to distinguish whether or not the objetive funtion orre-sponding to the pair (i; t) has already been linearized; in the latter ase we set v�it = ai(p�it)2 +bip�it + iu�it, while in the former ase we read the value v�it from the solution of the ontinuousrelaxation. Then, the ut is violated if the following ondition holds:v�it < �2ai�pit + bi� p�it + �i � ai (�pit)2�u�it � � = ai (p�it)2u�it + bip�it + iu�it � �;where � is a �xed threshold (10�4 in our experiments).The above separation proedure an be used in a number of di�erent ways within the Branh &Bound algorithm; in partiular, the following three binary hoies give rise to 23 = 8 alternativestrategies:� the separation proedure is applied only at the root node (CUT = R) or throughout theBranh & Bound tree (CUT = T);� the original fragment of the quadrati funtion is restored when for a \linearized" pair(pit; uit) the variable uit is �xed to 1 in a branhing (DELIN=D), or the urrent pieewise-linear approximation of h is kept even if uit is �xed to 1(DELIN = L);� the separation proedure is applied only one for eah node of the B&B tree (SINGLE = S),or the proedure is repeatedly applied, after reoptimization of the QP, until no new utsare found (SINGLE = M, for \multiple iterations").



10.In the tables, we will indiate eah strategy with the orresponding triple CUT DELIN SINGLE;so, for instane, the ode TDM will indiate the B&B variant where new uts are generated ateah node (T), the quadrati part of the objetive funtion is restored for all uit variables thatare �xed to 1 (D), and more than one round of ut generation may be performed at eah node(M).We also tested our B&B algorithm without adding any perspetive ut (CUT = 0, denoted byode 000), and, for omparison, the eÆient B&C implementation of Cplex 8.0, again withoutany other ut apart the standard ones provided by the Cplex library. All the implementa-tions therefore use the quadrati solver in CPLEX 8.0; atually, sine two quadrati solvers areavailable we experimented with both.Sine we were mainly interested on the e�et of perspetive uts on the lower bound ompu-tation we did not inlude any heuristi in the B&B algorithm; instead, we provided eah variantan initial upper bound assoiated with a good feasible solution obtained by the Lagrangeanheuristi in [2℄.3.3. Computational resultsWe tested all the above variants of B&B algorithms on a set of Unit Commitment instanesobtained as in [2℄; the instanes have 24 time periods and either 10 or 20 units (5 instanes foreah dimension). The stopping riterion for all variants was either a relative gap lower than0:1% or the maximum number of nodes (10000) being reahed.All variants were run on a PC with a 2.5 Ghz Pentium-4 proessor and 512Mb RAM, run-ning the Linux Debian 3.0 operating system (kernel 2.4.18). The odes were ompiled withg 2.95.4 using aggressive optimizations -O3.In Table 1 and Table 2 we report the results for eah of the nine strategies obtained whileusing the barrier algorithm and the dual algorithm, respetively, for solving the QP at eah nodeof the B&B tree. For eah instane we report the number of nodes in the B&B tree (n) and thetime in seonds (s) needed to solve the problem; if the required 0:1% auray is not reahedwithin 10000 nodes (this often ours for CUT = 0, and sometimes even with CUT = R), wealso report the gap of the urrent best integer solution with the urrent best bound.All the eight strategies using perspetive uts learly outperform the pure B&B algorithm.This is also explained by omparing the previous results with those in Table 3, where the timerequired to obtain the lower bound at the root node (possibly solving more than one QP forthe variants with SINGLE = M) and the orresponding gaps are reported for the barrier anddual simplex algorithm, respetively. Even one single pass of the ut separation routine reduesthe gap by almost a fator of 10 at a relatively low omputational ost; omparing these resultswith Table 1 and Table 2 shows that in most ases the gap reahed by strategy 000 after 10000nodes is still larger than the one reahed by the other strategies at the root node.As far as the omparison among the eight strategies is onerned, the following trends seemto emerge from the results:� CUT = T learly outperforms CUT = R, i.e., \Branh & Cut" is better than \Cut &Branh" in this ase;� the strategies TLx are usually better than the orresponding strategies TDx, i.e., delin-earization seems to hurt performanes; this is partiulararly true when the dual simplexalgorithm is used, and it is probably due to a less eÆient reoptimization when quadratiterms are reated in the objetive funtion;



11.

instane 000 TDM TDS TLM TLSn t g% n t g% n t g% n t g% n t g%P10 24 a 2183 537 - 6 10 - 4 2 - 6 11 - 4 2 -P10 24 b 4214 1202 - 13 36 - 24 21 - 16 36 - 24 16 -P10 24  10000 2925 0.55 20 68 - 68 58 - 24 79 - 70 62 -P10 24 d 10000 2390 0.49 25 17 - 16 5 - 4 4 - 6 2 -P10 24 e 10000 2287 0.43 0 1 - 1 0 - 0 1 - 1 0 -average - - 13 26 23 17 10 26 21 16P20 24 a 10000 6145 1.69 160 886 - 193 530 - 56 349 - 201 586 -P20 24 b 1891 1260 - 52 110 - 68 95 - 36 77 - 75 109 -P20 24  1852 1213 - 157 617 - 165 319 - 147 160 - 160 320 -P20 24 d 10000 6040 1.93 157 950 - 335 1541 - 164 1007 - 390 1925 -P20 24 e 10000 6551 1.13 35 67 - 67 167 - 35 247 - 53 123 -average - - 112 526 166 530 88 368 176 613instane RDM RDS RLM RLSn t g% n t g% n t g% n t g%P10 24 a 6 3 - 7 2 - 6 3 - 6 2 -P10 24 b 29 12 - 52 19 - 38 15 - 35 13 -P10 24  266 105 - 1335 456 - 68 32 - 64 25 -P10 24 d 25 8 - 385 108 - 2 2 - 35 11 -P10 24 e 0 1 - 5 1 - 0 1 - 1 0 -average 65 26 357 117 23 11 28 10P20 24 a 10000 10133 0.13 10000 9190 0.19 10000 10464 0.16 10000 9290 0.22P20 24 b 63 57 - 115 95 - 80 70 - 141 120 -P20 24  519 384 - 505 369 - 488 376 - 476 351 -P20 24 d 10000 10631 0.11 10000 10631 0.16 10000 11227 0.14 10000 10137 0.16P20 24 e 698 709 - 698 709 - 1032 1076 - 5354 5052 -average - - - - - - - -Table 1: Results with the barrier algorithm



12.

instane 000 TDM TDS TLM TLSn t g% n t g% n t g% n t g% n t g%P10 24 a 3001 559 - 5 7 - 11 11 - 5 6 - 7 4 -P10 24 b 4172 1353 - 79 158 - 39 50 - 79 59 - 68 43 -P10 24  10000 2846 0.55 39 156 - 73 207 - 38 31 - 45 19 -P10 24 d 10000 1781 0.43 3 3 - 4 2 - 2 1 - 3 1 -P10 24 e 10000 1258 0.44 0 1 - 1 2 - 0 1 - 1 2 -average - - 25 65 26 54 25 20 25 14P20 24 a 10000 7137 1.68 116 1393 - 195 1804 - 160 413 - 162 216 -P20 24 b 2123 1292 - 22 128 - 43 256 - 37 27 - 25 23 -P20 24  2988 4007 - 144 358 - 147 356 - 140 220 - 146 193 -P20 24 d 10000 6129 1.94 179 3867 - 440 9576 - 191 353 - 336 520 -P20 24 e 10000 7877 1.14 37 680 - 29 423 - 17 73 - 39 85 -average - - 100 1285 171 2483 109 217 142 207instane RDM RDS RLM RLSn t g% n t g% n t g% n t g%P10 24 a 20 18 - 12 8 - 7 1 - 12 2 -P10 24 b 84 75 - 49 47 - 84 21 - 82 22 -P10 24  150 285 - 667 1042 - 60 9 - 75 7 -P10 24 d 3 2 - 374 277 - 2 1 - 31 3 -P10 24 e 0 1 - 3 2 - 0 1 - 3 0 -average 51 76 221 275 31 7 41 7P20 24 a 10000 52411 0.13 10000 51277 0.20 10000 10000 0.16 10000 7661 0.22P20 24 b 39 210 - 47 246 - 45 16 - 64 18 -P20 24  481 858 - 503 824 - 492 829 - 538 830 -P20 24 d 10000 122579 0.12 10000 124517 0.16 10000 8640 0.15 10000 7671 0.18P20 24 e 923 8320 - 3213 26640 - 1248 1277 - 7372 7613 -average - - - - - - - -Table 2: Results with the dual simplex algorithm



13.

with Barrier Algorithm with Dual Simplex Algorithminstane 000 xxM xxS 000 xxM xxSg% t g% t g% t g% t g% t g% tP10 24 a 1.5202 0.10 0.3993 1.40 0.4599 0.22 1.5202 0.29 0.3993 1.22 0.4599 0.66P10 24 b 1.2159 0.10 0.2969 1.86 0.3157 0.25 1.2159 0.32 0.2888 1.65 0.3066 0.96P10 24  1.4372 0.11 0.2650 1.96 0.3109 0.24 1.4372 0.47 0.2645 4.13 0.3105 1.50P10 24 d 1.2374 0.08 0.2410 2.45 0.3769 0.20 1.2374 0.26 0.2544 1.61 0.3769 0.82P10 24 e 0.9459 0.08 0.0871 1.28 0.1312 0.22 0.9459 0.28 0.0866 1.51 0.1273 0.79P20 24 a 2.3640 0.22 0.2338 3.55 0.2812 0.51 2.3640 1.45 0.2338 11.16 0.2812 4.27P20 24 b 0.4851 0.22 0.1321 2.80 0.1343 0.50 0.4851 1.48 0.1320 4.62 0.1343 4.44P20 24  1.2421 0.21 0.6927 0.98 0.6933 0.48 1.2421 0.88 0.6927 3.51 0.6933 2.11P20 24 d 2.3984 0.20 0.2489 4.97 0.2843 0.49 2.3984 1.68 0.2594 23.65 0.2843 8.61P20 24 e 1.6305 0.23 0.1831 3.38 0.1979 0.55 1.6305 1.70 0.1831 20.60 0.1979 8.45Table 3: Root node: gap and solution times



14.� strategy TLS is usually faster than strategy TLM (although some exeptions exist), prob-ably beause suessive separations at the same node add only uts that an be also easilyobtained, if neessary, in the hildren of the node.� on strategy TLS, the dual simplex algorithm has, on average, better performanes thanthe barrier algorithm; this shows that reoptimization is ruial in a B&B framework,suggesting that an interior-point method suh as that of [3℄ may not be the most eÆientin this setting.We remark that these results are far from being onlusive, but they were not meant to; wewere interested only in proving that a B&C approah an signi�antly improve when perspetiveuts are used.A more extensive omparison of the eight strategies for the Unit Commitment problem wouldrequire a more detailed study within a well strutured Branh & Cut algorithm inluding alsouts for tightening the onstraints of the formulation in the standard sense, and possibly even aomparison with di�erent approahes; this will be the subjet of a future work.Finally, in Table 4 we report the results obtained by B&C algorithm of CPLEX 8.0 on ourinstanes, with a time limit of 10000 seonds. While the MIQP solver in Cplex learly outper-forms our run-of-the-mill B&B implementation with CUT = 0, it is the latter whih outperformsthe former with CUT = T. This seems to indiate that a more sophistiated implementationof a B&C algorithm using perspetive uts ould be remarkably eÆient for solving Unit Com-mitment problems, and probably also some of the many other problems whih exhibit (1) assubstruture. instane n t g%P10 24 a 809 18 -P10 24 b 1024 27 -P10 24  73349 1048 -P10 24 d 25075 240 -P10 24 e 85934 666 -P20 24 a 264179 10000 1.3391P20 24 b 1205 73 -P20 24  4083 258 -P20 24 d 331732 10000 1.5010P20 24 e 245582 10001 0.8741Table 4: Results obtained with the CPLEX 8.0 MIQP solver4. ConlusionStarting by the observation that the onvex envelope of a family of nononvex funtions thatappear as a fragment of the objetive funtion of many important Mixed-Integer programs isthe well-known perspetive funtion, we have proposed a family of perspetive uts for thoseproblems. We have also shown that, despite of the low dimensionality of the faes that theyrepresent, these uts an be used, at least in one relevant ase, to signi�anlty improve theeÆieny of enumerative approahes to the orresponding Mixed Integer Programs.The proposed uts are very easy to separate; in partiular, they do not require the solutionof a nonlinear program { with nonlinear onstraints { as in [11℄. Yet, integrating them in a



15.B&B approah requires a partial linearization of the objetive funtion that is not ompletelystraightforward to implement using widely available optimization tools suh as Cplex 8.0. Still,the results seem to suggest that this tehnique may be valuable for a large lass of optimizationproblems; should this be on�rmed by further experiments, some better support for this typeof approah ould be expeted in general tools in the future. Even at the urrent state oftehnology, however, the improvements in the lower bounds provided by these uts may largelyoverbalane the extra omputational burden required for handling them.One interesting issue that still has to be explored is whether other widespread struturesin Mixed Integer Programs are amenable of analogous treatments, i.e., whether losed-formonvexi�ation formulae an be used for other interesting fragments as well, avoiding the generalbut potentially ostly approah of [11℄; we plan to investigate this issue in the future.Referenes[1℄ S. Ahn, L. Esudero, and M. Guignard-Spielberg, \On Modeling Robust Poliies for Finan-ial Trading," in Optimization in Industry 2 (T. Ciriani and R. Leahman, eds.), pp. 163{184, Wiley, Chihester, 1994.[2℄ A. Borghetti, A. Frangioni, F. Laalandra, and C. Nui, \Lagrangian Heuristis Basedon Disaggregated Bundle Methods for Hydrothermal Unit Commitment," IEEE Trans. onPower Systems, vol. 18(1), pp. 1{10, 2003.[3℄ S. Ceria and J. Soares, \Convex programming for disjuntive onvex optimization," Math-ematial Programming, vol. 86, pp. 595{614, 1999.[4℄ Dash Assoiates Limited, XPRESS-MP Referene Manual, 2003.[5℄ M. Duran and I. Grossmann, \An Outer-Approximation Algorithm for a Class of Mixed-Integer Nonlinear Programs," Mathematial Programming, vol. 36, pp. 307{339, 1986.[6℄ A. Frangioni, \Generalized Bundle Methods," SIAM Journal on Optimization, vol. 13(1),pp. 117{156, 2002.[7℄ J.-B. Hiriart-Urruty and C. Lemar�ehal, Convex Analysis and Minimization Algorithms I|Fundamentals. Grundlehren Math. Wiss. 305, Springer-Verlag, New York, 1993.[8℄ ILOG, ILOG CPLEX 8.0 User Manual, 2002.[9℄ J. Kallrath and J. Wilson, Business Optimization. Mamillan Press Ltd., Houndmills, 1997.[10℄ A. Rikun, \A Convex Envelope Formula for Multilinear Funtions," J. of Global Optim.,vol. 10, pp. 425{437, 1997.[11℄ R. Stubbs and S. Mehrotra, \A branh-and-ut method for 0-1 mixed onvex programming,"Mathematial Programming, vol. 86, pp. 515{532, 1999.[12℄ M. Tawarmalani and N. Sahinidis, \Convex extensions and envelopes of lower semi-ontinuous funtions," Mathematial Programming, vol. 93, pp. 515{532, 2002.[13℄ J. Zamora and I. Grossmann, \A Global MINLP Optimization Algorithm for the Synthesisof Heat Exhanger Networks with no Stream Splits," Comput & Chem. Engin., vol. 22,pp. 367{384, 1998.


